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Objective:
Evaluate the effectiveness of various chemical mitigation strategies on post processing contamination of PEDV in feed and feed components.

Industry Summary:
Post–processing contamination of PEDv in feed and feed ingredients is a significant concern to the swine industry. Irradiation and thermal processing
have both been hypothesized as possible mitigants of the virus, but both are point in time solutions that do not provide residual benefits to prevent
potential recontamination or cross contamination within manufacturing, transportation, or storage. This study aimed to find a possible mitigation
strategy to help minimize the threat of recontamination in feed and feed ingredients. The results suggested that feed and/or feed ingredients can be
treated with different chemical treatments as a means to mitigate PEDv contamination, with medium chain fatty acids, essential oils, and formaldehyde
being particularly effective. Importantly, the success of various chemical mitigants was dependent upon matrix, and the PEDv stability over time was
also matrix dependent, and more stable in meat and bone meal and spray dried animal plasma compared to blood meal or a complete swine diet. This
research helps provide potential mitigation solutions that can mitigate PEDv infectivity when transmitted by feed, and thereby ultimately lessen PEDv
associated losses to the swine industry.

Editor’s comments: Since feed can be a source of transmission for farms, this evaluation of feed components and treatments is a needed follow up to
epidemiological investigations and bioassay studies. It identifies a formaldehyde product as having the most reduction in detectable viral RNA in the
sample. The study also shows some data in Table 5 which provides plausibility to viral particles remaining infectious in spray dried porcine plasma
products longer than whole feed as was seen in Canadian outbreak investigation bioassays. Given spray dried plasma’s ability to keep viral particles
intact over more time than in other feed components, another notable observation of the study is in Table 7 showing the formaldehyde product’s
effectiveness at reducing detectable RNA particles and perhaps infectivity in spray dried plasma compared to other chemical treatments.

Dr. Jones’ research updates and other NPB research updates can be found at http://www.pork.org/pork checkoff research/pedv/pedv research/


